these studies show that the tonotopic organization obUnited Kingdom served in the cochlea is preserved in all of the nuclei of the auditory pathway up to PAC (for a review see Ehret and Romand, 1997). It is also possible to produce a tone Summary with a strong pitch by regularizing the time intervals in a broadband noise so that one time interval occurs more An fMRI experiment was performed to identify the often than any of the others (see Figure 1 ). As the degree main stages of melody processing in the auditory pathof regularity increases, the hiss of the noise dies away, way. Spectrally matched sounds that produce no and the pitch of the tonal component increases to the pitch, fixed pitch, or melody were all found to activate point where it dominates the perception. These regularHeschl's gyrus (HG) and planum temporale (PT). Within interval (RI) sounds (Yost, 1998) are like noise insofar this region, sounds with pitch produced more activaas they produce essentially uniform excitation along the tion than those without pitch only in the lateral half of basilar membrane and, thus, uniform activity across the HG. When the pitch was varied to produce a melody, tonotopic dimension of neural activity in the auditory there was activation in regions beyond HG and PT, pathway (compare Figures 1B and 1G) . The fact that specifically in the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and they produce a strong pitch without producing a set planum polare (PP). The results support the view that of harmonically related peaks in the internal spectrum there is hierarchy of pitch processing in which the shows that pitch can be coded temporally as well as center of activity moves anterolaterally away from pritonotopically in the auditory system. 
Introduction

1998.
RI sounds are useful in imaging because they enable This paper is concerned with three auditory processes us to generate sets of spectrally matched stimuli that involved in the perception of melody, and how these enhance the sensitivity of perceptual contrasts in funcprocesses are organized in the ascending auditory pathtional imaging. Their value was initially demonstrated way. A melody in this case is simply a sequence of notes by Griffiths et al. (1998) , who used positron emission like that produced when someone picks out a tune on tomography (PET) to show that activation in HG inthe piano with one finger. From the auditory perspective, creases with the temporal regularity of RI sounds and perception of a melody involves (1) detecting that segthat, when the pitch changes over time, there is addiments of an extended sound contain temporal regularity, tional activation in STG and PP. The power was limited, (2) determining the pitch of each of these regular seghowever, by constraints on radiation dose, and the spaments, and (3) determining how the pitch changes from tial resolution was poor compared to that of fMRI. For note to note over the course of the sound. Physiological these reasons, the results were restricted to group data, studies (Palmer and Winter, 1992) The RI sound was constructed by: (1) delaying a copy of a random noise by 12 ms (1/83.3 Hz), (2) adding it back to the original noise, and (3) repeating the process 16 times  
see Experimental Procedures for details). The ordinate in (A)-(C) and (F)-(H) is the tonotopic dimension of hearing, that is, place along the basilar membrane. (A) and (F)
show the detailed temporal structure of the neural response at the output of the cochlea (Patterson et al., 1995) for the noise and RI sound, respectively; the activity is similar for the two sounds. (B) and (G) show that the average neural activity over time (Patterson, 1994 ) is very similar for the two sounds; there are no harmonically related peaks in (G) to identify the pitch. (D) and (J) show that the average activity over channels is also very similar; there are no regularly repeating features to identify the pitch of the RI sound. The temporal regularity that distinguishes the RI sound is in the time-interval information of the neural patterns (A and F). When the time-intervals between peaks are calculated in the individual channels of (F) and summarized in the corresponding time-interval histograms of (H), a concentration of activity appears at the RI delay (12 ms) . In contrast, the time-intervals in the neural pattern of noise ( , 1998) . In this paper, we present the cortical data from the fMRI experiment. The excepwhether there are consistent differences between individual listeners in the location of functional activation tional sensitivity of the study enables us to track the hierarchy of melody processing in auditory cortex within auditory cortex, and whether the differences correspond to differences in the sulcal and gyral morpholacross HG and out into PP and STG, and determine 
Results
Individual Sound Conditions versus Silence
The individual sound conditions produced very similar The anteriormost, transverse temporal gyrus of Heschl patterns of activation when compared to silence, as was identified in each of our listeners, and there was shown in Figures 2A-2D . In the left hemisphere, there good agreement between this specification of the locais little to distinguish among the four contrasts in terms tion of HG in our listeners and that obtained in other of the region of activation; in the right hemisphere, the studies. The details of the analysis are presented in three sounds with pitch produce slightly more activity Experimental Procedures. The group activation results in the region just anterior to the lateral end of HG. Many are presented first with respect to the average position of the peaks in these contrasts have t values above ten, of HG for the group. Then the variability of the activation ranging in some cases up to 40, and these peaks appear across listeners is compared to the variability of HG with remarkable consistency in all of the contrasts inacross listeners.
volving sound and silence. There are significant differences between conditions, but they are largely associRegions of Activation in the Group ated with different levels of activation at fixed positions All Sounds versus Silence within the main clusters rather than changes in the posiThe activation produced by all four sound conditions tions of peaks. was compared to activation produced in the silence Differential Sensitivity to Pitch condition to illustrate the domain of cortical sensitivity
To reveal regions associated with the processing of to sound; the contrast includes 2592 volumes from all tonal sounds as opposed to noise, we examined the nine listeners (fixed-effects analysis). In cortex, this concontrasts fixed versus noise, diatonic versus noise, and trast yields bilateral activation in two large clusters random versus noise ( Figures 2E-2G ). In the fixed versus shown in of Figure 2H The functional activation shows that as a sequence of noise bursts acquires the properties of melody (first active in the presence of pitch. We also inverted the three pitch versus noise contrasts to determine whether pitch and then changing pitch), the region sensitive to the added complexity changes from a large area on HG there might be a region particularly concerned with the processing of noise. No candidates were found; all of and PT (blue) to a relatively focused area in the lateral half of HG (red) and then on out into surrounding regions the regions activated by noise were activated to at least the same degree by sounds with pitch.
of PP and STG (green and cyan mixed). The orderly progression is consistent with the hypothesis that the Differential Sensitivity to Melody To reveal regions associated with melody processing, hierarchy of melody processing that begins in the brainstem continues in auditory cortex and subsequent rewe examined the contrasts diatonic versus fixed and random versus fixed ( Figures 2J and 2K ). Both contrasts gions of the temporal lobe. The activation is largely symmetric in auditory cortex and becomes asymmetric reveal differential activation to melody in STG and PP, but in this case, the activation is asymmetric with more abruptly as it moves on to PP and STG with relatively more activity in the right hemisphere. activity in the right hemisphere. In lateral HG and medial HG, there is virtually no differential activation when compared with the previous contrasts, indicating that melVariability in Anatomy and Functional Activation across Listeners ody produced about the same level of activity as fixed pitch in HG. This suggests that HG is involved in shortIn this section, we examine how the anatomy of Heschl's gyrus in individuals relates to the individual's pattern of term rather than longer-term pitch processing, such as determining the pitch value or pitch strength rather than functional activation, and how the functional data of individuals relates to the pattern of activation observed evaluating pitch changes across a sequence of notes.
Diatonic versus Random Melody
in the group data. The analysis of the anatomy of HG was summarized In an attempt to identify regions that might be specifically involved in processing diatonic melodies, we exfor each listener in terms of three points: (1) the centroid of the complete volume of HG, (2) the position of the amined the contrasts diatonic versus random and random versus diatonic. Neither contrast revealed sigmedial end of HG, and (3) the position of the lateral end of HG (see Experimental Procedures). The group nificant peaks in any region of the brain. As a result, the data from the two melody conditions will be considered centroids for each of these points are presented in Table  1 with the standard deviations; the table shows that, together in most of the following discussions.
Hierarchy of Melody Processing
following normalization, the variability in the position of HG is minimal. Specifically, the standard deviations for A summary of the results to this point is presented in Figure 3 . The structural and axial sections show the the medial and central centroids are less than one voxel (2 mm) in all three dimensions, and the standard deviaactivity in a plane parallel to the surface of the temporal lobe and just below it; the sagittal sections are orthogotions for the lateral centroid are less than two voxels on average. nal to the axial sections and they face outwards so that in both cases, the view of the temporal lobe is from outside With regard to the functional activation, the positions Ϫ42 of the major peaks are very consistent across conditions conditions within listeners; for any one of the small blue regions in an individual's data, it is typically the case within individuals. Nevertheless, the major peaks in the group data do not coincide with those in the data of that the region is activated by all of the different sounds used in the experiment, and the peak in the region is individuals. Indeed, there are essentially no peaks in the group data that appear consistently for individuals. So, often in exactly the same place in each condition. Moreover, the degree of activation is the same, inasmuch as the position of a peak in the group data represents a location where activation from individuals overlaps in these regions rarely appear in contrasts involving one of the pitch-producing sounds and noise, nor do they some way; it is not the location where a majority of the individuals all exhibit the same peak. In order to appear when these contrasts are inverted. The obvious hypothesis is that these regions of activation represent understand the form of the variability across listeners, axial and sagittal sections like those in Figure 3 were centers that analyze broadband sounds for specific features or properties other than pitch and they are in someprepared for all nine listeners. The sections are presented with one listener per row in Figure 4 . The first what different places in different listeners. Fixed versus Noise thing that the figure reveals is that the regions of activation in individuals are more focal than in the group averWithin the region on lateral HG where sounds with pitch produce more activation than noise (red in Figure 2) , age, indicating that the larger regions of activation in the group data represent overlapping focal regions from individual listeners have, on average, four significant peaks in the left hemisphere and five in the right hemiindividuals-regions which in an individual are highly consistent across conditions. Moreover, variability in the sphere. The peaks are shown in red in Figure 4 (Again, listener 9 is an exception. The contrast yielded no signifilocation of activation differs in the three contrasts: noise versus silence (blue), fixed versus noise (red), and melcant activation on the left and only one peak in a very anterior region on the right; accordingly, listener 9 was ody versus fixed (green). Accordingly, the variability is analyzed separately for each contrast.
omitted from this analysis as well.). There is some variation in the pattern of activation; on the right, the activity Noise versus Silence Noise produces foci of activation in the region of HG for listeners 1, 6, and 7 appears to be slightly anterior to HG, and on the left, the activity for listeners 4, 5, 6, and/or PT in all listeners. The activation appears along the posterolateral edge of HG for some listeners (2, 3, and 8 appears to be slightly posterior to HG. However, the region is small relative to the relatively large regions 4, and 7), but not others (1, 5, 6, and 8). There is a region of activation at the posteromedial end of HG for some of activation produced by the noise versus silence contrast. listeners (1, 2, 4, and 5), but not others (3, 6, and 8), and there is a concentration of activation anterior to HG in Centroids were calculated for the fixed versus noise peaks in each hemisphere for each listener and aversome listeners (3, 5, and 7), but not others. In short, the noise activation in individuals is restricted to focal aged across listeners; their coordinates are presented in the fourth row of Table 1 viduals, the locations of the peaks associated with the 9 exhibit little or no melody versus fixed activity. In the processing of noise and fixed pitch are highly consistent right hemisphere, six of the nine listeners have two reacross stimulus conditions. Across listeners, however, gions of melody activation, but none has activity in all the locations of the peaks associated with noise vary three of the regions identified in the average data, and considerably. Similarly, the locations of peaks associno one combination of areas is overly common. In the ated with the processing of melody in PP and STG vary left hemisphere, there is generally less activity and there considerably across individuals. The variability in the is no discernible pattern. So, the distribution of activalocation of HG is small relative to the functional variabiltion associated with the processing of melody informaity, and so the variability in the functional activation cannot be explained in terms of the gross anatomy. tion outside auditory cortex is considerably more vari-
Discussion
and right hemispheres, respectively, and the difference was not significant (t ϭ 1.47, df ϭ 7, and p ϭ 0.19). With regard to the hierarchy of melody processing: the For all eight listeners, prominent peaks occurred in the fact that the contrast between fixed pitch and noise melody versus noise contrast and the random versus activates a region lateral to PAC on HG and the fact that noise contrast at precisely the same positions as in the the contrast between melody and fixed pitch produces fixed versus noise contrast, and so the analysis was activation outside of HG and PT supports the hypothesis extended to these peaks as well, since they were asthat there is a hierarchy of pitch processing in human sumed to represent the operation of the pitch extraction cerebral cortex with the activation moving anterolatermechanism in the melody conditions. The average valally as processing proceeds. There are limited anatomiues for the melody versus noise contrast were 8.3 (left) cal data concerning connectivity in human cerebral corand 9.3 (right), and the difference was not significant tex, but the relevant studies ( . They found that the volume of gray data from the current study indicate that all the broadmatter in HG was significantly greater in a group of band stimuli produce bilateral and relatively symmetric professional musicians than amateur and nonmusicians, activity in auditory cortex (HG and PT) (the blue and and the professionals had stronger MEG responses in red regions in Figure 3) . A specific test for hemispheric medial HG. The data were symmetric for amateur musiasymmetry was performed for the fixed versus noise cians and nonmusicians (consistent with our data), but contrast associated with pitch processing in lateral HG there was a small, significant asymmetry for professional (as before, listener 9 was omitted from the analysis).
musicians. So for professional musicians, the asymmeThe t value for the most prominent peak in this contrast try associated with melody may emerge one stage earwas identified for each of the listeners in each hemisphere. The average values were 6.3 and 6.8 in the left lier in the hierarchy of melody processing.
The Hemispheric Specialization Hypothesis
PT independent of whether they produced a pitch or whether the pitch was changing over time. The fixedIn their review of asymmetry in response to speech and musical sounds, Zatorre et al. (2002) conclude that the pitch stimuli produced more activation than noise in lateral HG, bilaterally. The noise and fixed-pitch stimuli processing of sounds with musical pitch results in relatively more activity in the right hemisphere, whereas the did not produce any substantial regions of activation outside HG and PT. When the pitch was varied to proprocessing of sounds with critical timing information, like syllables with plosive consonants, results in reladuce a melody, the sound produced additional, asymmetric activation in STG and lateral PP with relatively tively more activity in the left hemisphere. They then go on to propose that the auditory system has developed more activity in the right hemisphere. While it is not possible at this time to be precise about "… parallel and complementary systems-one in each hemisphere-specialized for rapid temporal processing the mechanics of auditory information processing at each stage, if we assume that there are three stages (left) or for fine spectral processing (right) respectively" (page 40), and they draw an analogy with the uncertainty of melody information processing as proposed in the introduction, and they occur in the order specified, then principle as it applies to time and frequency constraints in the spectrogram (their Box 2). Note that the discussion the broad mapping from stage of processing to brain region would appear to be as follows. (1) The extraction of the data is in terms of pitch, while the HS hypothesis and the analogy are described in terms of spectral proof time-interval information from the neural firing pattern in the auditory nerve and the construction of time-intercessing. The activation associated with the pitch and melody of RI sounds appears to be largely compatible val histograms (e.g., the rows of Figures 1C and 1H ing that the pitch changes in discrete steps and tracking the changes in a melody probably occurs beyond audiThe HS hypothesis suggests that pitch is the result of fine spectral processing in auditory cortex or, to be tory cortex in STG and/or lateral PP. It would appear to be these latter processes associated with melody more specific, that pitch arises from the detection of harmonically related peaks in the tonotopic representaprocessing rather than pitch extraction per se that give rise to the asymmetries observed in neuropsychological tion of the Fourier magnitude spectrum of the sound as it occurs in or near auditory cortex (the concept is and functional neuroimaging studies. illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B of Griffiths et al., 1998) .
Experimental Procedures
This cannot be the case for the RI sounds in this study, since there are no harmonically related peaks across To ensure comparability, we obtained the raw data for nine cases from dies over the course of the experiment. All of the sounds were band-pass filtered between 500 and 4000 Hz using fourth-order Rademacher and colleagues, and we applied the default, smoothly nonlinear, normalization of SPM99 to the data. Centroids were then Butterworth filters and presented to both ears at 75 dB SPL through magnet-compatible, high-fidelity electrostatic headphones (Palmer calculated for these maps using the same probability-weighted function applied to the Penhune maps. All three sets of centroids et al., 1998).
are listed in Table 
